Hybrid automata model systems with both digital and analog components, such az embedded control programs. Many verification tasks for such programs can be expressed as reachability problems for hybrid automata. By improving on previous decidability and undecidability results, we identify the precise boundary between decidability and undecidability of the reachability problem for hybrid automata.
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(1) whenever the activity of a 41n the case of timed language inclusion, we assume we are given the complement of the requirement. variable changes, the value of the variable is reinitialized;
(2) the values of two variables with differ- be the zone of states that are reachable in one step from R, and let~reA(R') = {q E QA I gr E R'. q *A r} be the zone of states from which R' is reachable in one step. We define Post~(R) = lJi~N Post~(R) and
is the zone of all states reachable from R. For two zones
The language of a rectangular automaton. Let A timed word R-accepted by the automaton~is ((4, uI), (I, az), (1,0s), (1,04)), with the corresponding state sequence
CNF edge families. We sometimes annotate edges 
This edge family corresponds to four edges from v to w, each labeled with the observation o and one of the following guarded commands:
In this way, an n-dimensional rectangular automaton may be specified by a set of vertices, an observation alphabet, invariant and activity functions, and a set of CNF edge families.
The reverse automaton.
Let A be an ndimensional rectangular automaton.
The reverse automaton -A is an n-dimensional rectangular automaton that defines the same state space as A, but with the transition relation reversed.
The components of -A are those of A, except for the following: for each vertex v, act-.4(~) = {x E R!m I -x C act A(v)};
for each edge e = (v, w) of A, -A has the edge -e = (w, v) with pre_A(-e) = po$tA(e),
?Jpd_~ (-e) =~pdA(e), and p&?t_A(-e) = pre~(e).
Proposition 2.1 For eve~rectangular automaton
A, and every zone R C QA, P?'e,4(R) = Post_~(R)
and POStA(R) = Pre_A(R).
We consider the following two problems.
Reachability.
Given a rectangular automaton A, and two rectangular zones R, RI c QA, is some state in RI reachable from some state in R (i.e., R *I R')?
Language inclusion. When measuring the complexity of the language-inclusion problem, we assume that T is given as a deterministic timed automaton.
For initialized automata, we provide a decision procedure for the language-inclusion problem (and therefore for reachability).
We then show that the reacha- Simulation relations.
While the initialized rectangular automaton A and the multirate automaton MA define the same timed languages, they are not timed bisimilar.
Lemma 3.4 implies only that MA forward simulates A, and A backward simulates MA. To see this, we need a few definitions.
Let A and A' be two rectangular automata with the state spaces QA and QAI, respectively. A relation~c QA x QA, is a for. ward simulation of At by A if for each state q' E QAI, there is a state q G QA with (q, q') E~; and whenever q'3 r' in A', and (q, q') G~, then there is a state r c QA such that (r, r') c~and q~r in A. The relation y is a backward simulation of A' by A if for each state q' c QAI, there is a state q~QA with (q, q') c 'y; and whenever q'~r' in A', and (r, r') c~, then there is a state q c QA such that (g, q') E ? and q~r in A. Notice that~is a forward simulation of A' by A iff q is a backward simulation of -A' by -A.
We define the relation 7A c QMA x QA by (q, q') c 7A ifi qt~~A(g).
For backward simulations, we re- a counter corresponds to doubling (halving) the value of the corresponding clock. We implement halving via doubling, so the latter is the key to the proofs.
Uninitifllzed Automata
We show that initialization is necessary for a decidable reachability problem. checking; so once we have implemented doubling, the proof will be complete.
To double the value of c while maintaining the value of d, we put two assignmentlemma fragments in series (see Figure 9 ). In the first, .2 = 2; it assigns to z twice the original value of c. In the second, i = 1; it assigns to c the value of z, which is twice the original value of c. The original value of d is maintained upon exit.
The case k < 0 can be handled similarly, and is detailed in the full paper.
We now turn to the case k = O. The encoding of the two-counter machine is the same as before. In Figure 10 , we give a simple wrapping automaton fragment that doubles the value of clock c while maintaining the value of clock d, using two synchronization clocks a and b, and stopwatch z (to avoid clutter, we have omitted the wrapping edges from each vertex). postguard) assigns to each edge e both a rectangular region pre (e) (resp. post(e)) and a triangular restriction se. The transition-step relation~is then re- 
